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Abstract—This paper presents an office assistant robot that can
be used in an unstructured indoor office environment. Among
many technologies available, we used free and open source
software and inexpensive sensors and materials to build the low
cost but accurate robot. Robotic Operating System (ROS) indigo
was used as the ground operating system on Ubuntu 14.04. The
mobile robot, iRobot Create 2 was used as the basic robot and
a structure was built to carry a mini-laptop and PrimeSense 3D
vision sensor. A workstation computer was used as the central
location PC which was kept still and map of office environment
is built on it. User is able to give commands to the system via
voice and virtual keys by the developed Android application
(App). These three units, mobile robot, central workstation and
Android devices, communicates through a Wi-Fi connection. The
proposed robot could deliver documents or parcels in between
office members according to the user commands. We allowed the
robot to navigate autonomously and randomly between users and
monitored its accuracy by looking at the completion of the route
to a target user. Results show that the office assistant delivery
robot has above 92% of accuracy in delivery process for a valid
user input.

Index Terms—Service Robots, RGB-D Perception, SLAM, Lo-
calization, Mapping, Visual-Based Navigation, Voice Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots have become an emerging part in the world now
because they help people to do tasks easily. There are several
types of robots. Industrial robots, Domestic or household
robots, Medical robots, Service robots, Military robots, Enter-
tainment robots, Space robots, Hobby and competition robots
are few examples for robot types. A service robot could assist
human beings by performing a job that is delivery things,
cleaning, and including any other household chores. Some
service robots need to move place to place in order to complete
their tasks. TurtleBot [1], the delivery robot SaviOne [2]
and ASIMO [3] robots are few famous examples. Therefore,
robot navigation is a very important part of delivery service
robots. Humans could navigate in between known two places

autonomously. In human autonomous navigation, the environ-
ment is captured by human eyes, and human brain identifies
the path according to the captured environment data to move
to the correct location. A vision based robot autonomous
navigation system imitates the human autonomous navigation.
In an autonomous navigation system, the robot has a vision
sensor work as eyes, movable robot base with controllable
actuators that represent legs or wheels and processing unit that
acts as the human brain. Also, delivery robot needs commands
to move place to place to deliver goods between people.

Document delivery is a routine task in an office environment
but it is very dull task for people. Hence, working time of
office members is wasted continually. Also productivity of the
office is reducing. Therefore we decided to introduce an office
assistant robot for an indoor office to help people to sit back
and do their daily work easily. Where by, office members can
work in the office without wasting their working time and the
productivity of the office is increasing.

In this research work, we implemented a low cost au-
tonomously navigable office assistant robot for an indoor office
environment. It can deliver a document or a small parcel
(<= 1kg) in between two office members autonomously.
In this proposed robot system, we used iRobot Create 2
programmable robot [4, 5] base which is a low-cost robot
base, PrimeSense 3D sensor [6, 7] as the vision sensor and
a mini-laptop computer as the processing unit of the robot.
A personal computer was used as the center location PC.
Further, Android application was developed for user input
which enables to control the system with any android device.
Every office member can install this Android application and
give commands to robot to deliver their documents. Users can
give their commands using voice and virtual key pressing on
Android application. These units communicate via a private
Wi-Fi network.



Fig. 1. Mobile Robot System: iRobot Create 2 base, PrimeSence 3D sensor
and mini-laptop.

II. RELATED WORK

On their research work, G. Chauhan and P. Chaudhari [8],
a voice controlled mobile robot system was introduced. in
there system, speech recognition was carried out in a separate
desktop computer and mobile robot communicates with the
PC via Bluetooth technology. Further, an Android app for
keyboard controlling of the robot, was also implemented. In
our proposed system, we control our robot using both methods;
voice control and key pressing using an Android application
through Wi-Fi. This communication is faster and covers wider
range than Bluetooth. Therefore, our system could be used in
large indoor areas and controlled effectively and efficiently.

In three separate researches, Y. A. Memon et al [9], S. Pin-
jarkar et al [10] and H. Rashid et al [11] introduced Android
based robot controlling systems. They used an Android smart
phone as a speech recognizer platform where online based
voice recognition service utilized to control the robot. Here,
the major drawback is the developed systems in their work
relies on the internet connection. In contrast our proposed
system used offline based Google voice recognition system
(Default android voice recognition features) to control our
robot. Further, we considered its English (United Kingdom)
language database for Google voice recognition as proven by
our own previous experiment [12].

Above mentioned robot systems mainly navigate in the
environment according to the voice or keyboard commands
given by the user. When it comes to autonomous navigation,
there are several methods of robotic navigation. Ultra sound
based [13], Laser based [14], GPS based [15] and Vision
based navigation [16] are few examples. Those methods make
use of laser, sonar, GPS, IMU, compass, RGB camera and

3D vision cameras as sensors. In the vision based robotic
navigation, the robot needs a map to navigate and to know
location of itself in the environment [17]. Therefore, depth
value is very important to navigation and obstacle avoiding of
robot. In vision based navigation system, RGB camera or 3D
vision sensor is used as the main sensor. 3D vision sensor can
capture RGB values with depth values (RGB-D) of object in
the environment. Microsoft Kinect sensor, Apple PrimeSense,
Intel RealSense and Asus Xtion Pro are most recent 3D vision
sensors in consumer market. 3D vision sensors are being used
in various fields including Home Automation Systems [18, 19]
and Virtual Dressing Rooms [20].

J. Juang and C. Yang [21] proposed a document delivery
robot based on image processing and fuzzy control system.
In their developed system, they used RGB camera to capture
the office environment and compiled with image processing
techniques. This system could be used in light illumination
conditions, but could not use in dark illumination conditions.
We use 3D vision Sensor in our system. As we have addressed
in [22] our previous test results with the proposed system,
show that it can be used in both dark and light illumination
conditions.

M. Jalobeanu et al [23] proposed a reliable Kinect-based
navigation in large indoor environments. Here, they used
Kinect RGB-D sensor, Pioneer 3DX robot platform, and
LIDAR to build the robot system. LIDAR is more accurate
sensor to build environment map for robot navigation, but
very expensive. Therefore, our proposed system could be
introduced as an inexpensive delivery robot system as we used
the PrimeSense RGB-D sensor instead of LIDAR.

D. Sales et al [24] proposed a mobile robot navigation in
indoor environments using Kinect sensor. They used Pioneer
P3-AT robot as base of the robot and Kinect sensor as the
3D vision sensor. In order to satisfy the power requirement
for the Kinect sensor, need extra power source (12 V, 2.67A).
In addition, to interface Kinect to a computer need its own
USB converter. Altogether, the mobile robot has to carry extra
weight (cables, USB convertor, and battery pack) when a
system implemented with a Kinect sensor. Further, Pioneer
P3-AT robot base is more expensive than iRobot Create 2.
Therefore, our proposed system is cost effective. Also their
system is based on a finite state machine (FSM) learned by
an artificial neural network (ANN) in an indoor navigation
task. In that method, the robot cannot do localization during
the navigation. In our proposed system, we used Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping [25] (SLAM) algorithm for building
the map and localization during the navigation.

K. Yamazaki et al proposed home assistant robot for an
aging society and it can process few household tasks. It is a life
size humanoid robot system. In their approach, they use a 3D
geometrical simulator that defines the virtual world in which
robots and objects are arranged mimicking the real world. This
is very advanced for a service robot system but they mentioned
that their system is not acceptable to stop the execution of the
task when a failure is detected [26]. Also this system is very
expensive. In our system, we planned inexpensive and easy



Fig. 2. System Overview.

handling office assistant robot system for indoor office.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The developed office assistant robot system consists with
main three units, such as mobile robot, centrol location PC and
Android devices. The structure of the mobile robot was built
using iRobot create 2 as the base. Primesense 3D vision sensor
(USB powered) was used as the vision sensor. A mini-laptop
(Intel Celeron Dual Core N3060 with DDR3 2GB RAM) used
as the processing unit of the mobile robot which interface
robot platform and the depth sensor while communicating
with the central location PC (Figure 1) via Wi-Fi. A desktop
computer (Intel Core i7 processors with DDR3 8GB RAM)
was used for the central location PC. Android application was
developed (Figure 2) for the user voice and key inputs which
allows users to deliver documents to the desired locations.
ROS (Robotic Operating System) indigo was installed on both
mobile processor unit and the central location PC [27] on
top of the Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. Turtlebot which
is an existing package for ROS was selected as the robot kit.
Among its numerous functionality we made the use of bring

up, gmapping, keyboard teleop, Rviz view, and amcl (Adaptive
Monte Carlo localization approach) nodes in this study.

A. Creating a map of environment (Mapping)

Robot uses a map to navigate autonomously in the envi-
ronment. First, bring up, gmapping, keyboard teleop and Rviz
view nodes were used to generate the map of the environment
on the robot. The map is built on the XY Cartesian plain
as shown in figure 3.A. To enable mapping process, bring up
and gmapping nodes were executed on robot PC and keyboard
teleop and Rviz view nodes were executed on Central Location
PC.

In here SLAM algorithm [25] was used to implement the
gmapping node. SLAM algorithm was introduced by J. J.
Leonard and H. F. Durrant-Whyte [28] as the application of the
extended Kalman filter (EKF). They developed an algorithm
for model-based localization that relies on the concept of a
geometric beacon a naturally occurring environment feature
that can be reliably observed in successive sensor measure-
ments and can be accurately described in terms of a concise
geometric parameterization. The Kalman filter relies on two
models: a plant model and a measurement model. The plant
model describes how the vehicles position x(k) changes with
time in response to a control input u(k) and a noise disturbance
v(k).

x(k + 1) = F (x(k), u(k)) + v(k), v(k) ∼ N(0, Q(k))

Where F (x(k), u(k)) is the nonlinear state transition function.
the used the notation u(k) ∼ N(0, Q(k)) to indicate that
this noise source is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian with
variance Q(k). The measurement model expresses a sensor
observation in terms of the vehicle position and the geometry
of the beacon being observed and has the form,

zj(k) = hi(pi, x(k)) + wj(k), wj(k) ∼ N(0, Rj(k))

The observation function hi(pi, x(k)) expresses an observed
measurement zj(k) as a function of the vehicle location x(k)
and beacon location pi. This observation is assumed corrupted
by a zero-mean Gaussian noise disturbance wj(k) with variance
Rj(k). The form of the observation function hi(. , . ) depends on
the sensor employed and the type of beacon being observed.
The goal of the cyclic computation is to produce an estimate
of the location of the robot x̂(k+1 | k+1) (The term x̂(i | j)
should be read as “the estimate of the vector x at time step i
given all observations up to time step j”) at time step k + 1
based on the estimate of the location x̂(k | k) at time step k,
the control input u(k) and the new beacon observations zj(k
+ 1). The algorithm employs the following steps: prediction,
observation, matching, and estimation.

B. Navigation on known map

Bring up, amcl, and Rviz view nodes and the generated map
were used to autonomous navigation. To enable navigation
process, bring up and amcl nodes were executed on robot
PC and Rviz view node was executed on central location
PC. In order to initialize the robot navigation, user has to



Fig. 3. Maps of the unstructured room.

initiate a pose estimation which enables the robot to know its
position on the map. The user has to provide a goal location
using android application. Location is provided through a pre-
assigned coordinates of user positions on map. Our robot
calculates the minimum route to the goal location using the
developed map in the first step. Then robot navigates to
the given location. While its traverse, the robot updates the
map and localize itself simultaneously according to SLAM
algorithm. An illustration is shown in figure 3.B. As a result,
the path gets updated.

This process based on Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization
(AMCL) introduce by ROS according to the KLD-Sampling:
Adaptive Particle Filters and Mobile Robot Localization re-
search work of D. Fox [29]. It is a statistical approach for
increasing the efficiency of particle filters by adapting the size
of sample sets on-the-fly. The key idea of the KLD-sampling
method is to bound the approximation error introduced by the
sample based representation of the particle filter.

C. Android Application Overview

User is able to provide commands using either voice or
virtual keys on Graphical User Interface (GUI) application.
The GUI is designed to input the name of the expected
recipient of the document. We have implemented a virtual
button to enable the user to speak up and used Google
Voice Input function [30] to receive the voice command. It
is recognized using Google Voice Recognition.Also we have
included name buttons in the GUI with previously assigned
user names. Users can select desired recipient from the list of
buttons. The string containing the name is sent to the central
location PC. Using a Python script, the PC then searches for
the coordinates of the recipient from a predefined list. Then
those coordinates and the path to the goal which is obtained
through the map are sent to the robot. Finally the robot moves
accordingly.

D. Communication process of the system

ROS requires bidirectional network between the robot and
central location PC attached to the private Wi-Fi network.

Fig. 4. Unstructured indoor environment of the system tested.

The network for the robot and central location PC can be
configured with their IP addresses. In order to achieve a
communication, users’ android devices are required to connect
with the same network. When a command received at the
android application, it passes the command to central location
PC, acting as a Representational State Transfer [31] (REST)
client. A python script is written in central location PC to
process it being a RESTful web server.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Our experiment was done in an unstructured room of dimen-
sion 5.7m × 5.6m × 3.3m. Accordingly the developed system
was tested with Google voice typing for English (United
Kingdom) language. We tested our system for four Sri Lankan
native Sinhala language speaking users, two males and two
females in order to increase the systems generalization. They
are located to the sides of the unstructured room and named
each user number 1 to 4 and assigned coordinates on map as
shown in the figure 4. We tested the accuracy of the robot
for user commands provided through the Android application
using both voice and virtual keys.

First, the robot is placed on a random location inside the
room. A user is given the smart phone with our application
installed. Then, user was asked to call the robot to his/her
location. Secondly, he/she has to provide recipient to deliver
the document. We examined whether the robot act accordingly
for each scenario. We monitored the success rate of completion
of document delivery process for each user by conducting the
experiment randomly for 20 times per user in each command-
ing methods.

The experimental result shows more than 92.5% accuracy
on average. It could be seen that 90% of accuracy for achieving
goal location of the office assistant robot and the system
achievement has failed 8 times a total of 80 inputs of voice
commands. Further, the robot has achieved the goal location
95% accuracy in 80 total rounds in virtual key pressing.
Results are shown in the figure 5.



Fig. 5. System Performance in unstructured indoor enviroment.

V. DISCUSSION

The proposed system has tested with native Sri Lankan
users with Sinhala personal names, where the pronunciation is
different than English names. As we have used Google Voice
Typing with British English Voice Database, we considered
technical names such as user number 1 instead of actual names
of the users when testing. It is a drawback of this work that
we are planning to address in future.

In the experiment, voice command was not recognized at 3
times, because Google Voice Typing was failed at those times
to recognize correctly. Also robot was failed 9 times to achieve
goal target, because robot localization and path identification
were not occurred correctly. We are planning to access these
problems immediately.

The developed robot system will be further improved in the
near future to identify correct recipient using face recognition
features. Finally, we hope to implement an office assistant
robot for an indoor office environment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Localization and mapping are the two main features of a
movable robot. In order to navigate safely towards a target
locations, avoiding obstacles in an unstructured environment
is a challenging task. We have built an autonomous office
assistant robot system having two hardware units and wireless
Android application. A separate processing unit and a movable
robot structure were used in advance. These two components
comprised of ROS indigo, PrimeSense and iRobot Create 2
that communicated in between. Using Android application,
user can operate delivery robot using voice command and
pressing virtual keys. Android application communicates with
central location PC using REST APIs through Private Wi-Fi

connection. Our system was trained in an unstructured indoor
environment and tested its accuracy of the delivery process
according to the user input voice commands and virtual key
pressing commands using four users. The experiment results
prove that the implemented system has high accuracy and it
can be successfully used in an unstructured environment and
the robot will help to make users delivery tasks easier.
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